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 Some heroes are born. Every journey includes a first step.Every generation includes a legend. Magical
pets help him get through the darkest, creepiest forest, just crawling with crocodiles, eels and snakes.
Stick to the epic adventures of Alexander Salamander and his companion William Brown, the average
small boy who transforms himself from the actually common to the unexplained extraordinary. When he
learns to go like the pets in the forest, he benefits a fluid, free form of power and agility. This he'll
desperately need because he's in an excellent Race against fierce competition. But the majority are made.
William soon learns that it takes more than muscle to survive.
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As a kid in mind this was double thumbs up!.! An amazing mix of humor and courage Mr Locklear did an
excellent job taking me personally back again to my childhood. An excellent friend suggested this as a
fresh book to read my son.. Very inspiring !. would recommend to anyone. What an amazing account of a
young boy's life as he grows with all the current harrowing, intelligent, funny layers ! This one should be
made into a blockbuster kid's movie and could be converted to a fantastic movie for adults....!don't miss
this one ! Just what a great shot for an exceptionally, over-the-top, talented writer ! Mr. Locklear's
narration of the story is certainly vivid and expressive. You need to experience both variations. Locklear
keep up the good work sir! Mr. Awesome audiobook! An excellent message, just in time for New Years
Resolutions!the book, and the audio. Im usually on the search for books with a message of existence
something I could refer back to when my son and I are jointly. My 3 year older loved it..will blow you
away !. What an inspirational story using health, fitness and brains in a great way to motivate children
(and adults! I truly enjoyed this must go through for all ages.I will recommend this to all of my mommy
friends! Great Book!. Five Stars AWESOME Fun and inspirational story! Very fun story that creatively
nudges the reader in direction of physical, intellectual, and spiritual wellness; When is the Movie
developing ? After listening to the sample audio, I decided to get the audio book.. Extremely thrilling ! A
rich layer of immersion is created by the unique voices Locklear lends to each character. A whimsical
walk through bravery, essential read. Awesome story filled with courage and surprise.) to overcome all
obstacles. Hope to read even more from Mr. Locklear. a MUST pay attention to audiobook.. The different
voices were so animated that it made the anticipation that much more exciting!.. What a way to
encourage overcoming obstacles (mind & body)!. Like the creativity! Great Story! My children love the
adventure and pet encounters and I love the activity and exercise it promotes.
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